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FOREWORD

Dear reader

In this short foreword I want to express some views on my first
book in English. By the way, if you want to call this thin book a
booklet it is completely OK. Whatever you start calling this
product of my thoughts (book, booklet or something else) I hope
that your interest in my way of using thoughts will grow and that
you will get some inspired thoughts in your brain in a new and
surprising way!

Why did I write this book? The core answer to that is twofold.
For the first I wanted to express my joy of my philosophical
findings I made a few years ago. Because of them I wanted to
publish a soft and easy landing to the themes of my personal
findings that had broadened my old views of thought. And as a
matter of fact I fulfilled that goal and wrote my first personally
philosophical book/booklet in my own language - in Finnish - in
2010. After a couple of years I felt a need to widen and sharpen
the message of my first text. In addition to that I wanted to write
the text in English so that a few friends of mine abroad could
read my thoughts. Also, I wanted to give them a try to find my
special wave length in the questions and views I quickly discuss
in the text.

Why did I write aphorisms and not plain text? That is a good
question. And my answer to the question is that for many years
I have liked aphorisms. Also, to start philosophical writing with
aphorisms was easier and faster for me than producing a longer
text with possible (almost) scientific contents and footnotes etc.
And to put it even more clear (and obscure) I tell the following
thing. Namely, as this "home made" philosophical thinking of
mine emerged in me I was rather inexperienced in philosophy
but suddenly felt that I understood totally and clearly some
principles and arguments written by some very famous
philosophers.

Looking for a philosophy? It may be that I’ve found one already.
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Why do my thoughts circle around an entity I define common
man everyday philosophy? This is simply because any
everyday philosophy belongs to life and is a natural part of it like
life itself as all thinking, eating food, drinking water, building a
home, talking, walking do. Also, everyday philosophy is a hobby
one can enjoy every day from Monday to Sunday, from day to
night. Nourish your beliefs and everyday philosophy every day!

Dear reader, I also humbly wish that you will and can
understand my way to write English. Of course, I am not a
native English speaker. Still I try to express my most important
thoughts of the original text in clear English. My intention in this
booklet has in deed been not just to translate tens of my Finnish
thoughts. In many occasions I have first and foremost tried to
find a way to express me directly in English following the syntax
of this noble and international language. In addition to that –
and to tell a clear example – I confess that I have tried to find
good dictionary translations for some uncommon words in
everyday language. In many cases I have just relied on my
memory based vocabulary. But as an imperfect human being
and a bloke talking and writing basic English as a hobby I have
not reached any perfection – not at all. But I believe that we can
understand each other well enough. (Try vice versa! Why not
you write something and translate and modify your text into
Finnish! It was a joke. Ha-ha! But all exceptions are allowed!)

All in all I hope that you will stay on track with the text to come
in this booklet. Also, I hope that you will at least to some extent
grasp the main meaning of the text. If, surprisingly, you reach a
level of forecasting to where this text in my view leads to you
must be a genius in many ways! If that is the case let me hear
from you Mr. or Mrs. New-Prophet-Kant-Wittgenstein-Einstein!

What is your philosophy?

Have a nice and inspiring reading.

In Finland in March 2013

Esko Kröger
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THE UNIVERSE AND I

Where did the universe come from?

Hip hip hooray:

in that sentence

I feel a lot of weight of meaning

– in and before the question mark.

Big Bang?

Did it happen by itself?

Or was there somewhere The Big Band with its notes?

With its correct pre-written notes?
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One of the game types we played when I was a kid was

word games.

Bingo, bango, dingo, dango, ee; silly Billy, Piccadilly, bee.

All went in and all came out; our tongue was not a sprout.

That’s how we made a smile with the help of wordy pile.

Inside outside of our house always joking like a mouse.

It was harmless fun – sometimes it really made one’s

brains refreshed. Sometimes we talked whatever rubbish

came to the tip of the tongue. Sometimes we enjoyed the

peculiarities of our Finnish language by twisting, bending,

wringing, grounding and tossing and speaking out loud it

all. We loved our dung of which we could bake all kind of

delicacies of the language. Many times we kids of the

neighbourhood played our language game of stupid but

non-insulting words. A good laughter was the aim.

Sometimes, however, we talked dirty.

One question remained always unanswered: “Which

came first to be, a hen or an egg?”
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Which is the format of our universe, predecessor or

successor?

A giant point of packed energy, a point zero zero zero in

almost nowhere in the coordinate system called nothing.

Then, like in a fraction of a no time at all a total explosion

– a detonation beyond comparison.

And some matter came to be.

Did a plug have time enough and a correct time

adjustment to sparkle the explosion? Did also the plug

explode?

Where did the energy come from?
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A vast bang, and as if it came from a very dark emptiness

and helped all materia in the universe to start to arrange

itself to stars, planets, and all kind of celestial space

objects.

Ooh-ooh I am a material boy in a material world.

Mamma mia and oh my stuff called matter.

I just can’t get it.

What’s the recipe for understanding matter?
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An invisible giant start pistol used the first ounces of gun

powder and sent the first bullet of universal order into the

space-to-become-space-we-know. No fear: the pistol just

can’t fall on our necks because it turned itself to invisible

space powder, too, and the early winds missed our Globe

because it did not exist in the very first moments.

My name is Bang, Big Bang.

Hey, wait a minute; I’d so much like to add this pistol into

my armour and sword collection. I surely can make a

good offer. How many grands? Hey, you just can’t be

kidding me. Don’t pull my leg. It must be somewhere. I’ll

raise my offer and you’ll be satisfied with that big money I

can pay you for it.

What, do you really mean my investment policy to be

quiet? Quiet? There must have been a stock market in

the beginning… and many rich American buyers...

Shut up. There where no silver dollars in the beginning.



Have you ever met a man or a woman who states
that he or she has found something interesting to
life but for some reasons cannot express it right
there where both of you met each other? Maybe
this is the case with my CMEDP book right now. But
this book is still worth reading, it can inspire and
confuse, not to mention irritate and amuse you. This
book has a personal touch and a delicate taste to
many lines of thought. In this book I show my joy
and positivity in my findings that have helped me
build my world view to a more balanced one than
which I had during and after my earlier commercial
studies. Though I feel that its is not the best time to
reveal all that I have found via my lay man
philosophical thinking I want to guide you, dear
reader, to the areas in which I want to produce well
thought mental structures to "explain the universe"
in my coming books. If this description or the large
font of my basic text or any other thing in this book
irritates you feel lucky: you have read a book that
certainly did not leave you innerly cold. (The large
font is there to possibly help elderly people read my
text.) Have an interesting and brain stimulating
chain of reading moments with my CMEDP book.

www.bod.fi


